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Moving East: how the transnational tobacco industry gained entry to the emerging markets of the former Soviet Union—part II: an overview of priorities and tactics used to establish a manufacturing presence

A B Gilmore, M McKee

Objectives: To explore how British American Tobacco (BAT), having established cigarette imports, responded to the opportunities for investment in cigarette manufacturing in the former Soviet Union (FSU).

Design: Analysis of documents held at the BAT archive in Guildford, UK.

Results: Considerable priority was attached to investing in the FSU. This led BAT to undertake a major organisational change and to intense competition to acquire assets. BAT used flawed economic arguments to persuade cash-starved governments that its investment would reap economic rewards. It offered advice that disadvantaged governments while benefiting BAT, confused issues over pricing, and avoided competitive tendering. BAT targeted agriculture ministries, using its expertise in leaf production to differentiate itself from other potential investors. It subverted the principles of corporate social responsibility to promote itself as a business partner. BAT’s task was made easier by the naivety of post-Soviet governments and by the international financial organisations’ support for rapid economic reform. The latter permitted tobacco transnationals to penetrate markets before effective competitive tendering processes had been established, giving them the opportunity to minimise prices and establish monopolies.

Conclusions: Many of the arguments employed when penetrating post-Soviet markets were highly misleading but governments lacked expertise to realise this. There is a need to build tobacco control capacity in transition economies, within and outside government, to ensure that governments are better informed of the true economic and health impacts of tobacco. Rapid transition from socialist to market economies without establishing regulatory institutional structures may be dangerous when investing companies use business practices that fall short of international standards.

This is the second of two papers that explore the tactics that British American Tobacco (BAT) used to enter the new markets of the former Soviet Union (FSU). In the first paper we established that, based on initial exploratory visits to the region and advice from western firms already active in the area, BAT had outlined a cautious, stepwise approach to market entry that could be divided into two main phases—first to establish imports, and second a manufacturing presence. This paper focuses on the second of these phases.

Despite BAT’s initial concerns about the risks and costs of establishing a joint venture or green field operation, it soon recognised that it could not build a significant market presence without establishing domestic manufacturing facilities. This paper explores how BAT responded to the new opportunities for investment in cigarette manufacturing in the FSU, how it prioritised these opportunities and, above all, the tactics it used to establish a manufacturing presence. It aims to give a brief overview of these tactics, while future papers will explore the individual tactics in more detail.

Before exploring these issues, some background to the unprecedented market reforms underway at that time is needed. When the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, one of the world’s most profound economic transitions began, gaining momentum with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Key challenges in the transformation from a command economy include the creation of markets and privatisation of state owned enterprises. Fierce debates centred on the speed of reform and led to the emergence of two schools of thought. The “shock therapy” approach of rapid and extensive privatisation assumed that private ownership would itself be sufficient to ensure efficiency and that competitive policies and institutional safeguards could safely follow at a later date. In the more “gradualist” approach that had been successful in China, the creation of a competitive environment and necessary institutional infrastructure and regulation were seen as necessary precursors to privatisation. The reformers advising Russia and the global financial institutions, particularly the US Treasury and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) advocated shock therapy and in less than a decade hundreds of thousands of small scale firms and approximately 60 000 medium and large scale firms were privatised across the former communist bloc. This was nearly 10 times the number of privatisations seen in the rest of the world in the previous 10 years. Although some successes have been seen in central and eastern Europe, even some of the strongest advocates of this policy now argue that the consequences for the FSU were largely disastrous. As a result, life under capitalism has far worse than under Communism.

The tobacco industry was just one of the many privatised. In Russia, for example, the state monopoly was abolished in 1992 and state tobacco firms were transformed into independent joint stock companies that were then privatised.
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enabling the transnational tobacco companies (TTCs) to acquire their assets. A similar model applied in other republics, although subject to differences in the overall pace and extent market reforms, leading to major differences in tobacco industry structure.

Between 1992 and the start of 2001 the major TTCs made significant investments in Russia, Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. Because of political unrest, privatisation and investment in the Caucasian republics was relatively slow—Armenia has of political unrest, privatisation and investment in the FSU''.12 Although the unit’s final remit extended opportunities for investment in the FSU were the immediate exception, with the rapid political changes at the time, resulted in chaotic initial attempts to prioritise countries for investment. The earliest ranking listed East Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland, Bulgaria, and Romania, followed by the then USSR. By September 1991, the USSR had collapsed and priorities changed. Hungary was identified as the “best short-term prospect for investment” and Russia, Ukraine, and Moldova as showing “the most promising potential”. The relative priority given to countries continued to vary until 1992 when a clearer system was established and priority markets were identified as those which were:

* of sufficient size;
* potentially profitable;
* likely to be open for investment within two to three years;
* not already committed to a competitor”.15

This led to a more systematic list of 39 first and second priority countries, 23 of which were in the former communist bloc, with all 15 FSU countries listed as either first or second priority. In order of appearance on BAT’s “first priority” list were Ukraine, Russia, Poland, and Macedonia (by this time BAT had acquired the Pécs factory in Hungary). Thereafter the order changed slightly, although usually for obvious reasons. For example, as trouble flared in the Balkans, Macedonia and Serbia disappeared from the list, while Uzbekistan was prioritised as a result of a review of central Asia.20

Prioritisation was based largely on the existing and potential cigarette market size. Russia stood out by virtue of its sizable population (149 million) and the former Communist markets differed from others prioritised by BAT by their relatively high rates of consumption. This was especially so for Poland and Hungary which then had among the highest rates of tobacco consumption in the world. In central Asia the gap between existing cigarette production and estimates of potential demand may also have been a key factor—the countries prioritised had the widest gap as well as the largest potential demand. Beyond these main criteria, political and economic circumstances and geographical location were taken into account although they were rarely adverse enough to exclude a potential investment. For example, Schroders advised BAT against investment in Kyrgyzstan due in part to political instability, yet BAT still pursued this possibility. Similarly BAT (along with at least one other TTC) spent from early 1993 to the end of 1995 attempting to invest in the Grodno Tobacco Factory in Belarus, when other investors realised that market liberalisation was most unlikely under President Lukashenka, who even BAT’s advisers had described as an “unbalanced farmer”.26

**Issues of competition**

Although BAT had established a staged approach for entering the former Soviet markets that allowed for a gradual increase in the level of investment and risk required, ultimately, once the communist system collapsed, they had to act far faster than anticipated.

**METHODS**

The BAT archive in Guildford UK was searched between July 2001 and February 2002. The methods have been described in detail elsewhere. Essentially it was searched manually on-site using 171 search terms in a broad and iterative approach. This retrieved 1803 files (many of which were duplicates), from which over 600 documents were studied in detail. Documents were indexed in a database which enabled the sorting of documents by date and topic to construct a historical and thematic narrative. Supplementary data were obtained from tobacco industry journals, newspapers, routine data, and other published reports.

**RESULTS**

**Restructuring BAT group operations to maximise new business opportunities**

Investment in new markets, particularly those in the Eastern bloc countries, was such a priority within BAT that it led to the creation of a new, dedicated unit and a major company restructuring. At a series of high level meetings in the early 1990s Patrick Sheehy (chairman, BAT Industries), Ulrich Herter (managing director tobacco, BAT Industries), and others agreed to establish a New Business Development unit (NBD) to maximise BAT’s opportunities in emerging new markets. The unit was described as “a central team to co-ordinate the identification and assessment of investment opportunities, to prepare proposals and to be responsible for the negotiations leading up to investments in eastern Europe and the USSR”. Although the unit’s final remit extended beyond this region, particularly to the Far East, opportunities for investment in the FSU were the immediate priority.22

The NBD unit was actively supported by Sheehy and Herter, and given high status within the company, transferring to BAT’s London headquarters in February 1992 because Sheehy “perceived that greater impetus would be created in grasping new business opportunities if the function reported centrally”. Yet the unit alone was insufficient to deal with the many opportunities available at that time and BAT, concerned that its decentralised structure was a disadvantage in developing new business opportunities compared with its competitor Philip Morris, undertook further changes. The most significant was a major company restructuring, in January 1993, entitled “Project Rubicon”. Two of BAT’s operating groups, BAT Co. and BATUKE (BAT United Kingdom and Export), combined their management capacity and restructured along regional lines, creating four regional business units that divided the world market among them. It was felt that closer coordination between domestic and export marketing operations would enhance the ability of BATCo “to exploit the growing opportunities for its brands in world markets”.21

**Prioritising investments within the region**

Relative to Philip Morris, BAT had little experience in the FSU. This is reflected in recurrent misspellings of country and politician’s names, and attempts to obtain advice from other large multinationals. Inexperience, combined with the relative priority given to countries continued to vary until 1992 when a clearer system was established and priority markets were identified as those which were:

* of sufficient size;
* potentially profitable;
* likely to be open for investment within two to three years;
* not already committed to a competitor”.25

**This retrieved 1803 files (many of which were duplicates), from which over 600 documents were studied in detail.**

Documents were indexed in a database which enabled the sorting of documents by date and topic to construct a historical and thematic narrative. Supplementary data were obtained from tobacco industry journals, newspapers, routine data, and other published reports.
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The NBD unit was actively supported by Sheehy and Herter, and given high status within the company, transferring to BAT’s London headquarters in February 1992 because Sheehy “perceived that greater impetus would be created in grasping new business opportunities if the function reported centrally”. Yet the unit alone was insufficient to deal with the many opportunities available at that time and BAT, concerned that its decentralised structure was a disadvantage in developing new business opportunities compared with its competitor Philip Morris, undertook further changes. The most significant was a major company restructuring, in January 1993, entitled “Project Rubicon”. Two of BAT’s operating groups, BAT Co. and BATUKE (BAT United Kingdom and Export), combined their management capacity and restructured along regional lines, creating four regional business units that divided the world market among them. It was felt that closer coordination between domestic and export marketing operations would enhance the ability of BATCo “to exploit the growing opportunities for its brands in world markets”.

**Prioritising investments within the region**

Relative to Philip Morris, BAT had little experience in the FSU. This is reflected in recurrent misspellings of country and politician’s names, and attempts to obtain advice from other large multinationals. Inexperience, combined with the relative priority given to countries continued to vary until 1992 when a clearer system was established and priority markets were identified as those which were:

* of sufficient size;
* potentially profitable;
* likely to be open for investment within two to three years;
* not already committed to a competitor”.

This led to a more systematic list of 39 first and second priority countries, 23 of which were in the former communist bloc, with all 15 FSU countries listed as either first or second priority. In order of appearance on BAT’s “first priority” list were Ukraine, Russia, Poland, and Macedonia (by this time BAT had acquired the Pécs factory in Hungary). Thereafter the order changed slightly, although usually for obvious reasons. For example, as trouble flared in the Balkans, Macedonia and Serbia disappeared from the list, while Uzbekistan was prioritised as a result of a review of central Asia.

Prioritisation was based largely on the existing and potential cigarette market size. Russia stood out by virtue of its sizable population (149 million) and the former Communist markets differed from others prioritised by BAT by their relatively high rates of consumption. This was especially so for Poland and Hungary which then had among the highest rates of tobacco consumption in the world. In central Asia the gap between existing cigarette production and estimates of potential demand may also have been a key factor—the countries prioritised had the widest gap as well as the largest potential demand. Beyond these main criteria, political and economic circumstances and geographical location were taken into account although they were rarely adverse enough to exclude a potential investment. For example, Schroders advised BAT against investment in Kyrgyzstan due in part to political instability, yet BAT still pursued this possibility. Similarly BAT (along with at least one other TTC) spent from early 1993 to the end of 1995 attempting to invest in the Grodno Tobacco Factory in Belarus when other investors realised that market liberalisation was most unlikely under President Lukashenka, who even BAT’s advisers had described as an “unbalanced farmer”.

**Issues of competition**

Although BAT had established a staged approach for entering the former Soviet markets that allowed for a gradual increase in the level of investment and risk required, ultimately, once the communist system collapsed, they had to act far faster than anticipated.
The competition to acquire assets was intense. In Uzbekistan alone 14 letters of intent were signed for the establishment of a joint venture with the Tashkent Tobacco Factory between 1991 and mid 1993. Even by late 1993, as BAT was finalising a deal to acquire this factory, Uzbek government offices were being “deluged with letters from various consultants fronting for PMI [Philip Morris International], RJR [RJ Reynolds] and Rothmans”.

BAT recognised Philip Morris as their most “aggressive” competitor, but others were also a threat, particularly RJ Reynolds, Rothmans, and Reemtsma, which according to BAT aimed to be the largest company in Europe and was “expanding aggressively in eastern Europe in pursuit of this goal”. Our analysis suggests pressure to acquire assets rapidly arose for three main reasons. Firstly, a perceived window of opportunity in which the absence of marketing restrictions and low costs of advertising could be exploited in order to establish cigarette brands in new markets. Secondly, competition between the TTCs and thirdly, the industry’s wish to avoid competitive tendering.

Competition to acquire factories inflated prices and BAT discovered that its competitors were prepared to pay considerably more, thereby exacerbating concerns about the threat of competitive tendering.

“BAT’s experience in recent months shows that Philip Morris is prepared to offer substantially higher prices in situations where BAT and Philip Morris compete to acquire a controlling interest in a monopoly cigarette supplier in the former eastern bloc (‘FSU’). Specifically, BAT believes it was outbid by a factor of up to some three times in both Klaipeda in Lithuania, where Philip Morris was the successful bidder, and Almaty in Kazakhstan, where Philip Morris has made the winning offer in a competitive tender...

Over the last 3 years a number of deals have been structured involving the exchange of western skills and finance for ownership interests in FSU and Asian factories. Initially, these deals were very often achieved as the product of bilateral negotiations with local partners who where (sic) often perceived as having a very uncertain future in the absence of aid. In each case, control passed to the western company. The deals BAT struck in Hungary and Ukraine typified this approach.

As the number of deals has increased, it has become evident that western investors are prepared to place a significant value or “premium” on participation in the emerging markets. It now appears that a trend is developing towards the local factory (or its owner, the state) adopting a more demanding stance and putting the opportunity out to competitive tender.

…While BAT may have failed to outbid Philip Morris in two cases, this could merely reflect a preparedness of Philip Morris’ part to overpay for what they consider “strategic” markets.

Notably, despite the intense competition between TTCs to acquire assets, this rivalry rarely resulted in open tenders and the anticipated benefits for the seller, but led instead to closed deals wherein the TTCs could gain the advantage. BAT went out of its way to avoid a competitive process, doing so successfully in Ukraine and Uzbekistan and attempting the same in Russia and initially in Moldova. Other TTCs were playing the same game. In Belarus, where BAT attempted unsuccessfully to acquire the Grodno tobacco factory, it deliberately sought to confuse the Belarusians about the size of its offer, which was under half that offered by Reynolds.

“BAT may be forced to uncloak its offer which has hitherto been deliberately supported by ‘smoke and mirrors’. BAT’s offer actually values Grodno at $22.3 million (less than half RJR’s offer).”

The TTCs’ desire to establish monopoly positions undoubtedly exaggerated the pressure to acquire assets rapidly. So too did the regional approach to investment in which marketing and manufacturing strategies were to be more tightly coordinated on a regional basis and an individual country was seen as providing a manufacturing base for a whole region. Thus BAT saw Moldova as the site from which to export to the Caucasus (Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia) and Uzbekistan as BAT’s centre in central Asia. An approach presumably aided by the TTCs’ apparent willingness to facilitate cigarette smuggling into countries where they did not have production facilities.

In many instances the TTCs successfully established monopoly positions even in populous countries. BAT established a monopoly in Uzbekistan, Reemtsma in Kyrgyzstan, and Philip Morris in Kazakhstan along with two virtual monopolies in Lithuania and Ukraine. Traditionally, the absence of competition in monopoly markets results in the absence of advertising with potential advantages for tobacco control. Here, however, the documents suggest that even where BAT anticipated establishing a monopoly position, its marketing plans were developed on the basis of a competitive market due to the perceived threat from imports and desire to establish brands before possible advertising restrictions.

Tactics

Having noted that “Eastern Europe cannot be seen as a monolithic, political and economic block…[but that]…[e]very market must be looked at and analysed individually and the relevant strategy for opening it up be developed and implemented individually”, BAT devised a set of tactics to gain entry. These had been identified early as part of the NBD strategy where it was noted that:

“If BAT Industries is to be successful in entering new markets it must:
– make early contacts in the priority countries;
– be quick to respond and be flexible;
– build up the trust of the relevant governments by advising over industry structure and excise;
– make agreements with governments that are transparently fair if the they are to survive changes in regimes;
– be prepared to commit to investment;
– be prepared to offer licensed manufacture of our International Brands in order to build up local awareness of the brand supported by advertising;
– offer leaf and manufacturing know-how;
– be prepared to barter if necessary, especially leaf;
– win the confidence of local manager by explaining BAT’s decentralised culture, offering to upgrade facilities, explaining how improved sales and marketing expertise and the introduction of selected international brands, can benefit the company, and explaining management incentives.”

Contacts

At one of the earliest meetings on new business development it was noted that the first priority for the NBD team would be to travel widely in the region and establish contacts at the highest levels. It would be assisted in this task by consultants “who had good connections with the leading industry and..."
political figures in the country” and accredited representatives who would “maintain contacts with national authorities”. BAT’s use of political contacts was absolutely key and so extensive that it cannot be covered in detail here. Rather, we will focus on the way in which BAT sought to “build up the trust of the relevant governments”, firstly by selling the benefits of privatisation and transnational investments in general, and secondly in promoting BAT versus its rivals.

**Selling the benefits of privatisation**

BAT had remarked in relation to Poland that “[t]he difficult stage is to get the business privatised”26. While most post-Soviet governments were receptive to privatisation, others, most notably in BAT’s context those of Belarus and Moldova, were resistant. BAT therefore set about using a number of tactics to persuade such governments of the benefits.

In this they were supported by the international financial institutions. The IMF, for example, assisted by pushing generally for privatisation in Belarus, as BAT’s advisers noted:

“Lukashenko [President of Belarus] initially put a stop to the privatisation process, but re-started it in March under pressure from the IMF, which was withholding credit until the Government showed more commitment to economic reform.”

The same was seen in Moldova when government failure to approve tobacco industry privatisation led the IMF to suspend its Extended Fund Facility disbursements in 1999. This, in turn, led to temporary suspension of the World Bank structural adjustment credit disbursements (although loans continued in other sectors) and European loans.

In relation to Belarus, BAT argued in documentation prepared for the Deputy Prime Minister Ling’s visit to the UK, that there was an:

“...urgent need for investment in Tobacco Factory Grodno to modernise and expand production facilities, to improve quality and quantity of cigarettes for supply to the Belarusian market and to replace imports coming into the country without duty being paid. The increase in production at Grodno and the replacement of imports by domestic production will result in Government revenues being increased.”

It also emphasised the “increasing fiscal and excise revenues to the Belarusian Government” as one of the benefits of BAT’s investment. BAT maintained this stance despite documents suggesting the company was itself responsible for smuggling cigarettes to the region and continued to market its brands heavily in Belarus where 40% of cigarettes are smuggled or counterfeit, despite having little official market share. Other tactics used to facilitate privatisation of the Grodno factory included the use of government insiders to push for privatisation and help ensure the replacement of a resistant factory leader with one more receptive to BAT’s approaches.

BAT also wanted to invest in Moldova which, as a major leaf producer, had extensive facilities and a cigarette factory reputed to be the best in the region. A series of slides and figures perhaps produced to sell a BAT joint venture option to the Moldovans reviews three options for the tobacco industry. It suggests that the single joint venture option (as opposed to no foreign investment or dismantling of the monopoly with privatisation of individual units) would maximise foreign income and government revenue, but ignores the effective monopoly power that this would give BAT.

To further illustrate the potential benefits of BAT’s investment to the Moldovan government, the Minister of Agriculture and others were invited by Sir Patrick Sheehy to visit Brazil to demonstrate that despite the industry being privately owned, the Brazilian government still derived substantial revenue from it.

**Economic arguments and excise advice**

Economic arguments were also used in the less resistant countries. Notes on Patrick Sheehy’s visit to Uzbekistan and meeting with President Karimov outline how Sheehy emphasised that increased quality and exports of tobacco leaf plus import substitution could increase government revenues:

“SPS [Sir Patrick Sheehy] mentioned to President benefit that would accrue to state viz:

$20–25 mn value of leaf (improved quality and exports) $20–25 mn import substitution + others i.e. at least $50 mn p.a.”

A hand written note next to this memo also indicates that Sheehy was keen to stress the macro-economic benefit of investment. Such claims were repeated publicly and made elsewhere for example in Ukraine where Sheehy, again in direct contact with the President, Leonid Kravchuk, emphasised the importance of tobacco taxation revenue and suggested that, with BAT’s input, leaf imports could be reduced.

Plans to use such economic arguments had been developed at one of the early meetings that established BAT’s strategy for new markets where it was decided that:

“Mr Herter would set up a small team independent of New Business Development Department, who would offer a service to governments, indicating the revenue earning possibilities of tobacco and other products and advising on the optimum structure for excise regimes. Discussions which the Chairman had with Mr. Attali and Mr. Freeman at EBRD [the President and Vice President respectively of the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development] suggested that funds could be available to cover the cost of specific projects undertaken by the team.”

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) was established in 1991 to nurture a new private sector and use investment to help build market economies in the region. Since its inception it has had a policy of not loaning for tobacco. BAT record that EBRD staff approached the company in October 1991 to enquire whether the bank “could help BAT to fund projects in Eastern Europe”. This led to plans for the chairman to contact EBRD to establish whether the bank could provide assistance with financing and resulted in the discussions detailed above. According to EBRD however, BAT misinterpreted their approach which was aimed at the broader group of companies then subsumed within the BAT Industries portfolio (at the time BAT was divesting its retail assets and concentrating on tobacco and financial services). Although there can be no doubting that BAT would have seen EBRD as a valuable ally, there is no record of EBRD providing assistance or funding to BAT (personal correspondence Beverley Harrison and Chris Beaman, EBRD, 2003).

While BAT sought to promote its excise advice as a service to prospective business partners, other documents make
clear that the advice was proffered largely for BATs benefit. As outlined in the 1993 draft BAT Industries Strategy:

"Priority will be given to initiating dialogues with governments on excise in order to establish appropriate excise structures compatible with the structure of our new product ranges. Rationale: The structure of excise can greatly affect the structure and profitability of our markets. BAT has wide expertise which it can use to advise governments on how to achieve their objectives while not distorting cigarette markets and at the same time improving our competitive position."^20

**Selling BAT**

In both the resistant and receptive countries, BAT used a number of tactics to sell itself as preferable to its competitors as a joint venture partner. A simple tactic was to arrange for key players to visit BAT’s established ventures such as the Pécs factory in Hungary, its first joint venture in the region, to persuade them that “BAT are good and welcome foreign partners.”^81 Other tactics included the promotion of BAT’s image as a responsible partner and selling BAT’s strengths.

**The corporate image**

We saw in our previous paper that BAT thought that the promotion of its corporate image would assist in opening up new markets. This ploy was used in a number of ways. In 1993, just as the competition for assets in the FSU escalated, the World Tobacco Symposium was held in Moscow and used as a venue to promote BAT’s image. In his keynote speech, Ulrich Herter attempted to sell BAT’s role as a tax collector along the lines described above:

“Not only do we collect excise but we also advise and set up schemes in many countries, that will deliver to their governments the revenues they need in a predictable and orderly way.”

The speech then went on to promote BAT’s apparent altruism:

“[F]or me the most satisfying area is sponsorship of the arts. Our company has recently brought a young Russian musician to London to perform in a classical concert and, on a larger scale, next month we are bringing The Art of Holy Russia exhibition to London’s Victoria and Albert museum.”^82

Other superficially altruistic actions were undertaken in Moldova at the point when BAT was bidding against Reemtsma to acquire assets there. Elsewhere however, as notes on a visit to St Petersburg make clear, BATs assistance (like that of Philip Morris) was predicated on direct advantages to the company:

“PM [Philip Morris] has been looking at a project involving the renovation of the Moscow City Centre (Boulevard Ring) including bus shelters, kiosks, lighting systems etc. This project is being developed by an Italian architect with connections to the Raucci family who are exclusive exporters to Russia of Marlboro (26 million per day). The project is expected to cost $20 m and is likely to be rewarded with 49 years advertising in the city centre. Although I believe PM could well be looking at such a project nobody would be foolish enough to expect a guarantee of anything in Russia particularly for 49 years. I suggest we explore the avenue of assisting the Moscow government with infrastructure improvements only if we can derive benefit in the short term. For example during JV negotiations."^75 [emphasis added]

**Selling BAT’s strengths**

BAT also went out of its way to sell its perceived strengths in relation to other TTCs. The strengths identified included:

- “first rate experience in managing local brands;
- good range of established international brands;
- long experience of dealing with governments of every hue;
- ability to give advice on industry and excise structure;
- leaf expertise, including advice on leaf growing and improving quality, and supply of seed;
- wide experience in managing local factories;
- manufacturing expertise and availability of second hand machinery;
- ability to barter, especially for leaf;
- commitment to management development including inter-company transfers."^15

Offers of assistance in these areas were used in varying degrees and according to the needs of the host country in order to promote BAT as a potential partner. In most instances it was clearly to BAT’s advantage to provide these services in any joint venture it established. During negotiations to establish a joint venture with the Prilucky factory in Ukraine for example BAT offered to supply “know-how, management skills, marketing and distribution skills, technology, access to trade marks etc.” Similar offers were made in Belarus and Uzbekistan, with the addition in Belarus of guarantees of employment, sponsorship of the local community, and legal support for an ongoing dispute. In some instances more devious offers were made. For example, in Uzbekistan BAT planned to contract the Tashkent factory to manufacture an extra five billion cigarettes per year using BAT owned secondary equipment in order “to lock the Uzbek authorities into an agreement to negotiate a JV [joint venture] exclusively with BAT by the simple expedient of demonstrating quickly a genuine commitment to assist the Tashkent factory”.^90

**Two key areas of expertise: tobacco leaf and local brands**

These general offers of assistance, including the excise advice outlined above, tended to also be offered by BAT’s competitors. However, BAT differentiated itself from its competitors through two more unique areas of expertise as a letter from Sheehy to President Nazerbayev of Kazakhstan illustrates:

“Our proposals will certainly differ from those of our competitors in two key respects. First, unlike those competitors, we have considerable experience in developing domestic leaf crops; in Brazil alone over 220,000 tonnes of tobacco are grown by farmers under contract to BAT every year. No other company can match our record in this area. Secondly, whilst our proposals feature the development of international brands at the Alma-Ata cigarette factory, we do not believe that all smokers in
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Kazakhstan will necessarily either be able to afford, or indeed wish to smoke, these cigarettes. A significant element of our proposal therefore features the development of existing national brands at affordable prices."

BAT’s greater emphasis on local brands was a key strategy differentiating itself from the competition and one seen as attractive in the FSU. It occurred for a number of reasons—BAT’s lack of a truly global brand on a par with those of its competitors, its historical emphasis on local brands, and most importantly because of the greater profit margins gained from these brands in the early years of investment. BAT’s experience from its first acquisition in the region, the Pécs factory in Hungary, had shown that “the upgrading of local brands offers the best immediate prospects for significant increases in market share and profits”. This was particularly the case in times of economic hardship. Philip Morris, who may have learnt the hard way, having been left with a warehouse full of unsold Marlboro cigarettes in Russia, also adopted this policy.

BAT’s favourite sales pitch, however, was its tobacco leaf expertise. As noted in the 1993 draft Tobacco Strategy: “High quality Leaf, and the provision of advice to farmers, is one of BAT’s key competitive strengths, particularly when negotiating positions in new markets.” BAT went out of its way to use this asset as a letter from RHL Taylor, a leaf expert within the BAT’s NBD unit to BATs subsidiaries illustrates:

“In presenting BAT to potential partner, NBD uses a range of material emphasising the company’s strengths. One obvious, and very attractive, advantage we have over our competitors is our involvement in leaf which has proved to be a critical success factor in many of our negotiations.”

BAT used this expertise to its advantage by emphasising the potential for import substitution, offering assistance in leaf production and implementing leaf trials sometimes, it appears, purely as a public relations exercise. It arranged for Ministry of Agriculture representatives to visit Brazil to witness the leaf produced under contract to BAT first hand. BAT was also keen to stress the uniqueness of these skills in relation to other multinationals pointing out, for example, to members of the Uzbek Presidential delegation to the UK in November 1993 “PM’s lack of leaf development expertise” and that “RJR had none of BAT’s unique leaf development expertise”. These arguments successfully won allies in Ministries of Agriculture who, keen to enhance their leaf production, were then used to support BAT’s case. In Kazakhstan where BAT entered the bidding war very late, Van Waay noted that “[f]ollowing the visit by the Chairman, the Ministry of Agriculture appears to be pro-BAT and is keen for BAT assistance in tobacco production”. Interestingly, Philip Morris’s Kazakh proposal, which was ultimately successful in the competitive tender (not least, as referred to above, because Philip Morris offered three times more than BAT), also attempted to emphasise its leaf interests by naming Universal Leaf as a partner although according to BAT:

“PM’s [Philip Morris] proposal shows that its authors do not take their own “agricultural programme” seriously. Universal Leaf (ULT) is identified as PM’s “partner” at the beginning of the proposal... A local leaf development effort is promised, ...[b]ut... Thereafter, ULT is never mentioned in the proposal. On the contrary, PM intends to introduce an American blended cigarette (Marlboro) under license, using “imported cut tobacco and materials”... Therefore PM does not even intend to cut the tobacco, much less grow it, in Kazakhstan.”

The relative ignorance of the FSU governments in relation to tobacco leaf was apparent. And it is ironic that BAT continuously referred to and offered trips to Brazil where Christian Aid have since highlighted the appalling plight of tobacco farmers under contract to BAT’s subsidiary Souza Cruz.

**DISCUSSION**

A number of issues become apparent from this overview of BAT’s efforts to establish a manufacturing presence in the FSU. BAT’s willingness to undertake major organisational change illustrates the priority it attached to investing in this region. The other TTCs also prioritised the region and this led to considerable pressure to acquire assets rapidly. Most notable, however, are the tactics BAT used to push for privatisation and secure investment. These included offering inappropriate economic advice to encourage privatisation and excise advice that disadvantaged governments while benefiting BAT, confusing issues over pricing, avoiding competitive tendering, and using other anti-competitive means such as the supply of secondary equipment in Uzbekistan to lock governments into deals. BAT promoted its “good” corporate image and its perceived strengths, most notably its tobacco leaf expertise, to sell itself as a suitable business partner. Its task was facilitated by the international financial organisations’ support for privatisation and the naivety and inexperience of post-Soviet governments, which BAT exploited. As notable as the industry’s focus on the economic impacts of tobacco was the total absence of any debate about tobacco’s health impacts. Although the industry is usually quick to document and counteract any opposing or “anti” activity and detailed the region’s fledgling “anti-smoking movement” in one of its earliest reviews, through the remaining documents reviewed we found details of only one international tobacco control meeting held in Poland in November 1990 and attended by delegates from the Soviet Union. Thus, as far as we can tell, the governments of the newly independent states received little if any effective tobacco control advice or appropriate information on the true health and economic impacts of tobacco.

**BAT versus its competitors**

We saw previously how BAT missed the first set of state import orders and its competitors established licensing arrangements first. Here we see that BAT lacked experience in the region, was reluctant to pay market prices and was outbid at competitive tenders. Ultimately its competitors were quicker to establish a manufacturing presence as they had been import orders. RJ Reynolds was the first to invest in Russia and Ukraine, in the latter, despite BAT’s belief it could be first into the market. Philip Morris also acquired assets in Kazakhstan before BAT had established their monopoly in neighbouring Uzbekistan. This suggests a surprising torpidity or cautiousness on BAT’s behalf as, despite the risks involved in investing in the FSU, the odds were stacked in favour of the TTC’s, with high potential rates of consumption, a large gap between supply and demand, the support of the international financial organisations for privatisation, and little if any countervailing support for tobacco control, it was surely difficult for the TTCs to fail. Indeed to our knowledge, there is only one significant investment in the region from which the TTCs have withdrawn—RJ Reynolds’ initial investment in Azerbaijan.
Market reform
The evidence presented in this paper lends weight to criticisms of the IMF’s rapid reform policy by highlighting the ease and extent to which the TTCs exploited the lack of regulatory frameworks and absence of a competitive environment. They were able to avoid competitive tenders, hoodwink governments about prices, establish monopoly positions, avoid import duties through smuggling, and influence taxation systems. This lack of regulation also posed risks to the investing companies but BAT was largely aware of and seemingly happy to dismiss these and related problems.\(^{25, 116–118}\) Moreover, the literature suggests that while the economic impacts of organisations considered the risks to international investors, they failed, at the time, to consider the detrimental impact that the behaviour of the oligarchs, corrupt government officials, and international investors have had on the reform process.\(^{12, 25}\) In retrospect this reveals a degree of naivety about the propensity of international investors to avoid competition and ignore established standards of business practice.\(^{119}\)

Economic arguments
Just as the IMF had promised economic salvation with market reform, so too did the TTCs. Most prominent among BAT’s tactics to encourage denationalisation and TTC investment was the promotion of flawed economic arguments that are worth reviewing in more detail. BAT’s overall strategy was to stress the macroeconomic benefits of the development of an indigenous tobacco industry.\(^{119, 58–71}\) Put simply, these arguments are a mirror image of the economic “myths” the industry more frequently espouses to oppose the implementation of tobacco control policies.\(^{109}\) In practice, the complex economic impacts of tobacco remain a topic of some debate. But it is becoming increasingly clear that the economies of only very few countries, those with large tobacco leaf export sectors, depend to any great extent on tobacco and that, despite the early deaths of smokers, smoking seems to impose a net economic burden on a country.\(^{120}\) In the FSU, only Kyrgyzstan has traditionally relied to any great extent on tobacco leaf for export earnings,\(^{121, 122}\) and although its tobacco leaf production has now recovered from a fall in the mid 1990s, tobacco leaf exports have declined and imports increased since the early 1990s.\(^{123, 124}\)

The strength and plausibility of the economic arguments BAT used stems from the grains of truth that lie within. Yet it was the industry that, directly or indirectly, usually prevented any potential economic benefits from accruing. The arguments fall into three main areas. Firstly that improved cigarette quality will help reduce illegal imports.\(^{125}\) Given that the TTCs use smuggling to pressure for market opening and were already smuggling cigarettes into the FSU\(^{126}\) this argument was at best disingenuous. The second focused on the excise earning potential of tobacco,\(^{119}\) alleging that BAT investment would increase excise revenues.\(^{125}\) While excise can of course be raised from tobacco (or indeed any other goods), TTC investment would not per se increase excise revenues over those that could accrue via a state owned industry. Instead, given the TTCs greater propensity to lobby for excise reductions, the opposite may occur\(^{127}\) as witnessed in Ukraine.\(^{128}\) A drop in excise obviously helps the TTCs increase sales, undermines tobacco control, and further reduces government revenues already depleted through cigarette smuggling.\(^{2}\)

The third economic argument was that import substitution of both tobacco leaf and cigarettes would lead to financial gains.\(^{58, 71, 72}\) The cigarette substitution argument is again clouded by the TTCs willingness to illegally import cigarettes when tax policies were unfavourable.\(^{2}\) Nevertheless, across the region the predicted import substitution of cigarettes has occurred to the extent that the considerable increase in cigarette imports seen from 1990 to 1996 has now stabilised. However, due to the TTCs’ successful creation of demand, the vast increases in annual cigarette production, estimated at approximately 200 billion cigarettes across the region between 1991 and 2000, have been channeled directly into local consumption.\(^{128}\) Thus little if any increase in exports or trade surplus has yet to emerge. The suggestion that leaf imports could be substituted in countries such as Ukraine\(^{127}\) that had not traditionally been tobacco leaf producers seems farcical given the subsequent pronounced fall in leaf output and increase in imports.\(^{129, 130}\) Indeed local experts have alleged that tobacco production collapsed as a direct result of TTC investment.\(^{128}\) BAT had noted privately, even in Kazakhstan, an area better suited to leaf production, that production of quality virginia leaf would be difficult.\(^{130}\) And it was surely clear that, whatever BAT’s brand strategy, the entry of other TTCs to the region with their focus on international brands\(^{131}\) would lead to a requirement for virginia leaf rather than the traditional oriental leaf. BAT indicated as much in their comments on Philip Morris’s proposal for Kazakhstan.\(^{108}\)

The experience in the Czech republic where Philip Morris commissioned a much derided report claiming that early deaths from tobacco could bring economic benefits shows how far along the line of flawed economic arguments the industry is prepared to go.\(^{132, 133}\) Yet these economic arguments are certain to have carried great weight in countries in such economic disarray.

Corporate image
Finally, BAT’s promotion of its corporate image merits comment. We have already seen how the company’s image was to be used to promote the company and help market its products, in part to pre-empt the negative impact of potential advertising restrictions.\(^{7}\) Here we see the true rationale for BAT’s social actions, whether sponsorship of the arts or donations to emergency relief funds: in the short term to promote BAT as a business partner and in the longer term to help sell cigarettes should marketing restrictions reduce access to advertising and increase reliance on corporate image. This highlights again the potential misuse of corporate social responsibility.\(^{134}\)

Summary
Overall this paper highlights the considerable priority attached to the former Soviet markets and the disingenuous tactics the TTCs use when negotiating entry to new markets. It highlights the dangers of a rapid transition from socialist to market economies when the supporting institutional structures are not in place and the investing companies use business practices that fall short of international standards. We have previously suggested that empirical studies of the impact of tobacco industry privatisation should be performed before privatisation is recommended, that where privatisation proceeds, health impact assessments should be undertaken and tobacco control measures implemented before tobacco industry privatisation occurs.\(^{135}\) Here we suggest that
What this paper adds

Previous work has documented the extensive investments made by the tobacco transnationals in the former Soviet Union, yet little if anything is known about the tactics these companies used to establish a manufacturing presence there.

BAT used a variety of arguments to persuade governments to accept its investment. These arguments were largely economic in nature and the absence of any debate on the health impacts of tobacco was notable. BAT exaggerated the potential economic benefits to the country concerned and shaped taxation policies to the benefit of the industry. It emphasised reputed benefits from greater tobacco growing even in countries with little history of tobacco cultivation, thereby gaining the support of the ministries of agriculture. The rapid pace of economic reforms advocated by the global financial institutions meant there were few regulatory structures in place, and helped BAT to avoid competitive tendering. Success often came as a consequence of the notable lack of capacity in the countries concerned to identify and promote their own interests.

governments must be aware of the tactics highlighted in this paper, wary of flawed economic arguments, and better informed of the true economic and health impacts of tobacco in order to make more informed decisions. The international community has a responsibility to help inform governments and assist them in the development of tobacco control capacity and ensure that where privatisation occurs it is properly policed so that benefits to the state are maximised and harms minimised. Experience elsewhere suggests capacity development should occur both within government and civil society, although the latter will be more problematic in countries in this region where the transition to democracy has at best been incomplete.
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